FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS
Q1.
A
Q2.
A

Can I attend to counselling for two states? I have different merit order for
different States.
Yes, You can attend for both the states. Follow the counselling schedule placed
in the website. Both service and Non-service candidates can attend.
While exercising web options, i did not get the OTP (One time password) to my
mobile, what shall I do?
You can contact the Help Desk numbers given in the website through your
registered mobile. They will help you in this regard. The OTP is valid only for 10
minutes, after that you have to save the options again and get new OTP. You
may save multiple times within 10 minutes using the same OTP.

Q3
A

I belong to OU region; can I exercise web options to AP counselling?
Yes, you can compete for Non-local seats if your certificates are verified in any
Help line centres given for AU counselling in the Schedule then only you are
eligible for exercising options in the web.

Q4

I have paid the processing fee for TS counselling, can I exercise web options for
AP.
Yes, you can exercise but you have to register and got verified the certificates
by paying the Processing fee for AP also, then only you are eligible for
exercising options.

A

Q5
A

I am a service candidate and belong to AP Region, am I eligible to TS
counselling?
Yes, provided the certificates verified for both states by paying processing fee.

Q6

I lost my mobile, can I change my mobile number?

A

No, you cannot change your mobile number instead go to any outlet of your
service provider, get the SIM with the same number and exercise options.

Q7
A

How many options can i exercise? Is there any restriction on the options?
There is no restriction on the no. of options, you can exercise as many as
you can, but take care of the priority of options other wise you may get
allotted to an option which is not really interested to you. Once allotted
you cannot do anything, you have to accept. Hence, you have to take
utmost care while exercising the options and prioritising them.

Q8

I am attending counselling for two states both AP and Telangana, will you
allocate one seat or two seats one to each state?
Options given for AP will be considered for AP allotment only and the options
given for Telangana will be considered for TELANGANA allotments only. If you
are in the merit and you may get one seat to each state and the same will be
communicated and placed in the website. You can Report to one of the college
as per your choice and the other will be taken as not reported and will be
allotted in the subsequent Phases of admission.

A

Q9
A

Will there be only one phase of Admission or more number of phases?
There will be more than one Phase, which will be announced at an appropriate
time and the detailed schedule will also be placed in the web. Please watch the
website http://appgmed.apsche.ac.in for latest updates.

Q10

After receiving the allotment message saying that you have been allotted to so
and so college and course, What is that I have to do?
Download the allotment letter from the website and report to the allotted
college as per the schedule given in the allotment letter with all the Original
certificates, requisite fee and the Receipt of Certificates issued by HLC.
Reporting after due date will not be considered under any circumstances.

A

Q11
A

I have been allotted a seat in Phase 1, can I participate in subsequent phases?
Yes, you can participate in all the other phases as per the schedule but if you
get allotted a seat in the other Phase, the seat allotted in Previous phase will
automatically be cancelled, you will not have any claim on the previous
allotment. Hence, candidates need to be cautious in participating in
subsequent phases. if the candidate is satisfied with the allotment in Phase I,
he need not participate in subsequent phases. For further details refer
GO. MS.No. 67 of HM & FW (C1) Department, dated 21-04-2017.

